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State Deportment bombed 
WASHINGTON (API-The 
departments of Interior and Treasury 
were evacuated and several other 
federal installations searched yester- 
day because of further bomb threats in 
the wake of an explosion at the State 
Department and an attempted 
bombing in Oakland. Calif. 
An anonymous male caller told The 
Associated Press iAPI at midday that 
bombs would go off at the Smithsonian 
Institution, the Department of Agri- 
culture and at the Interior before the 
day was out 
The Treasury Department received 
a separate call which warned the 
Treasury will go up in smoke in half an 
hour " 
THE MAN left it doubtful whether he 
was part of the same group, the 
Weather Underground, which took 
credit for the bombing at the State 
Department  and  the  planting  of a 
device in Oakland which was found and 
destroyed by demolition experts as it 
ticked away 
Those actions were represented as 
protests of continued U S support of 
the war in Southeast Asia. 
The Federal Bureau of Investigation 
said it had intensified a long-time 
search for individuals believed to be 
part of the Weather Underground, 
particularly for three women and five 
men thought to be leaders of the 
organization 
THE GROUP has claimed responsi 
bility for several other anti-estab- 
lishment bombings in recent years 
The Interior Department was 
emptied of all but security personnel at 
1 (iin yesterday, and most of the 5.000 
employes were told not to return for 
the remainder of the day 
A spokesman said guards checked 
"room by room, closet, floor by floor" 
for a bomb None was found 
THE TREASURY Department was 
emptied after a man telephoned its 
security office at 3:15 p.m. to say an 
explosion was imminent 
Twenty minutes later officials 
advised employes over a public 
address system to leave the building 
The employes stood outside while 
officials searched the building 
The Smithsonian Institution kept its 
several museums and the National Zoo 
open, but all facilities were searched 
The Agriculture Department also 
ordered a search, aloi.g with security 
checks of all persons entering and 
leaving 
THE EARLY MORNING blast at the 
State Department demolished two 
offices of the Agency for International 
Development and left lesser damage, 
including flooding and broken 
windows, in parts of low floors of the 
huge building No one was hurt 
"This was a damn big bomb," said 
Sgt Charles Lightner of the District of 
Columbia police "It wasn't one of 
those blow-the-lid-off things." 
Only minutes before that explosion, a 
caller who said he represented the 
Weather Underground told the AP of 
the State Department bomb and said 
one had been planted in a Defense 
Department building in Oakland 
A similar call was received by the 
AP in San Francisco. 
POLICE IN Oakland cleared the 
George P. Miller Building and had 
barely gotten into their search when 
another call, this time to the Oakland 
Tribune, warned that the device was on 
the seventh floor and should already 
have detonated 
After retreating for a time, 
authorities found the device with the 
help of a specially-trained dog, 
removed it in a metal tub and exploded 
it harmlessly 
College council oks proposal 
Speech school to face review 
By Mary ZlteUo 
Staff Reporter 
The proposal for the School of Speech 
Communication has been approved by 
the Arts and Sciences Council and will 
next proceed before Academic Council 
for consideration, according to Speech 
Department Chairman Dr. F Lee 
Miesle 
Academic Council has the proposal 
and will review it "hopefully the next 
time they meet." I >r Miesle said 
"The proposal has been percolating 
Weather 
Increasing deadliest today 
with colder temperatares aid 
caaace of saow la the afternoon 
High today la the tow 38i. 
Temperatares la the low Sal 
toalght. Little change expected 
tomorrow. 
since 1971. and the department is very 
pleased about how it's progressing," 
he said 
Dr. Miesle said the idea for the 
school developed after serious 
consideration to the question Are we 
doing what we can to optimize the 
chances for a meaningful education?" 
"WE FELT WE could not continue to 
effectively accommodate students 
under the present program because the 
communication field is constantly 
changing." he said "We need to be 
more responsive to the emerging lists 
of new fields of communication 
endeavors." 
I ir Miesle said in his opinion there 
isn't one pattern to fit all students, but 
there is a need for individual 
expression, which he thinks the new 
proposal offers 
He said the committee which 
formulated the proposal has talked 
with students, alumni and professors of 
the   speech   department   about   the 
proposal and the results have been 
"encouraging." 
Under the proposal for the School of 
Speech Communication, a student 
would receive a bachelor of arts 
degree in communication upon 
completion of 183 hours 
THE TERM "area of specialization" 
would be used to indicate a student's 
major area of study Three choices of 
areas of specialization would be 
offered: 
-specialization within one of the 
formal divisions including, radio tele- 
vision-film, rhetoric communication, 
speech pathology and audiologv and 
theater; 
•-combination of two or more of the 
formal divisions within the school, 
such as theater and radio-TV-film; 
-specialized program constructed 
from one or more of the formal 
divisions within the school and a 
department elsewhere, such as theater 
and English 
A burning fertilizer tank at Tho Andersons' grain 
•(•valors in MaufflH forced tho evacuation of 
about 5,000 parson* krat night in tho oroa 
downwind of tho blaze. Although firefighters had 
tho blaze under control after 9:30 p.m.. toxic 
gates including amonia nitrate, phosphate and 
potash continued escaping from tho tank. Tho Rod 
Oott tot up an evacuation cantor in <■ Maumea 
school for thote forced from their hornet by the 
fumes. A spokesman for tho firm laid tho fire 
broke out about 7 p.m. Ha said firefighters were 
trying to tava tho 200-ton tank by cooling tho fire, 
but tho contents wore destroyed in tho blaze of 
undetermined origin. (Newtphote by Dan Fascist) 
General studies, totaling 95 hours, 
are also included in the student's 
program. Dr. Miesle said the studies 
are to expose the student to a variety of 
education experiences and broaden his 
understanding of himself and the world 
in which he lives 
THE SIX external areas of general 
studies a student may choose from 
include: social and behavioral 
sciences, arts and humanities, 
language and culture, math and 
science, communication and cognate 
studies experience. 
, Dr. Miesle said the proposal would 
not coat the University "a dime" to 
implement it because existing funds 
could be used He added, however, that 
there are resource needs, but these 
needs would exist if there was a 
proposal or not. 
He added that if the proposal was 
approved by the end of this academic 
year, it could be implemented next 
academic year 
Even with yesterday! spring-like temperaturat, thote children 
were tmart enough net to discard their winter coatt. They 
have probably lived in Bawling Green long enough to know 
cold weather would return toon. (Newtphoto by Ed Suba) 
Ford sticks to oil tax decision 
WASHINGTON (AP (--President 
Ford and the Democratic Congress 
marched closer yesterday to a 
showdown over Ford's decision to 
raise the tax on imported oil by $3 a 
barrel. 
Ford told a group of economics 
writers he will stick with his order. "I 
think this is the executive action that 
has gotten the solution to the energy 
problem off dead center," the 
President said. . 
Ford and Rep Al Ullman (D-Ore ). 
chairman of the House Ways and 
Means Committee, met in an hour-long 
private session that failed to break the 
impasse. 
Ullman told reporters his purpose is 
to avoid a confrontation between Ford 
and Congress and that he thinks the 
President feels the same way. 
BUT THERE were no concessions on 
either side at the meeting. Ullman 
said. 
House leaders went ahead with plans 
to   vote   next   week   on   legislation 
approved by Ullman's committee to 
suspend the oil import tariff at least 90 
days 
Ford said there was "room for some 
flexibility" as far as his tax proposals 
are concerned. 
But on the oil tariff, he said. "I think 
the acts I have taken on the first of 
February 1 must stay with " 
THE FIRST 11 increment of the (3 a 
barrel tax goes into effect Saturday 
under a proclamation Ford issued 
without seeking congressional action 
The tax would rise to $2 March I and 83 
April 1. 
The bill approved by the Ways and 
Means Committee would suspend 
Ford's asserted authority to impose 
the tax While it could not be enacted 
by Saturday, it would void the 81 tax 
retroactively. 
Minority Leader John J Rhodes (R- 
Ariz. i said he was certain Ford would 
veto legislation suspending the tax. 
even though it is coupled with provision 
for additional borrowing authority the 
Treasury needs by Feb 18 
Such a veto, if sustained, would put 
pressure on Congress to pass the debt 
ceiling legislation without the 
suspension rider and thus avoid 
bringing the government to a halt for 
lack of funds. 
SPEAKER Carl Albert said he is not 
sure whether or not a veto would be 
overridden 
Meanwhile. Rep Sam Gibbons < 1) 
Fla.) urged the House Ways and Means 
Committee to attach a repeal of the oil 
and gas depletion allowance to a bill 
bearing economic-recovery tax cuts. 
His move is likely to prompt a 
dispute within the committee over 
whether any energy taxation features 
should be aboard the quick tax-cut 
legislation. 
Ullman. for example, would rather 
deal with oil tax matters in separate 
energy legislation later this year, 
instead of putting them in the 
antirecession measure 
Nuclear reactors to shut down 
for emergency system inspection 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRCI yester- 
day ordered 23 of the nation's nuclear 
power reactors to shut down within 20 
days to search for cracks in emergency 
safety system pipes. 
The order was the second time in 
five months that nuclear reactors have 
been ordered to halt operations and 
inspect emergency systems for pipe 
cracks that might lead to pipe failures 
if the emergency systems ever had to 
be used. 
There are about 40 nuclear reactors 
now operating at electric power plants 
around the country. The 23 reactors 
involved in the shutdown are boiling 
water plants, which use the heat from 
the nuclear reaction to convert water 
to steam that drives generator 
turbines. 
THE NRC TOOK the action after 
Commonwealth Edison reported 
Tuesday discovery of five small cracks 
in the walls of two 10-inch diameter 
water lines at the utility's Dresden 
reactor No. 2 at Morris, 111. 
The lines are part of a water spray 
system. The cracks were found near 
where the lines penetrate the reactor 
vessel, the NRC said. 
The commission said no release of 
radioactivity was involved. 
The NRC is the new atomic energy 
regulatory agency created by Congress 
last fall when it did away with the 
Atomic Energy Commission and 
created the Energy Research and 
Development Agency. 
THE NRC SAID the 23 reactors, of 
the boiling water type, will probably 
have to shut down for two weeks to 
make the inspections. 
The reactor operators will have to 
inspect the spray lines as well as other 
primary and backup emergency 
cooling systems, the NRC said. 
Last September the AEC ordered 
that 15 reactors shut down within 80 
days to inspect four-inch diameter 
water bypass lines in boiling water 
reactor emergency systems after 
small cracks were found at three 
reactors. 
Commonwealth's Dresden Unit No. 2 
was the first reactor in which these 
cracks were found. Cracks sub- 
sequently were found in two more 
reactors, resulting In the order for all 
15 reactors to inspect the bypass Unas. 
- 
»a/Th* BO News, 1h»n4av, Jonuory 30, 1973 
resignation due 
Since it is apparent that Allan J. DeNiro, junior (Ed), may be 
prejudiced against blacks, he no longer should be expected to serve as an 
objective justice on the Student Arbitration Board (SAB). 
Several Student Government Association (SGA) members are 
demanding DeNiro's resignation because a guest column he wrote, 
appearing in Jan. 24s News, was allegedly racist. 
If DeNiro does not resign, SGA senator Chris J. Mehling said 
Impeachment and dismissal of DeNiro would be sought 
DeNiro's column was a reply to a letter written by Valencia C. Proa, 
freshman (A&S). which commented on the criticism of black 
cheerleaders at University basketball games 
DeNiro has since described his reply as "a satirical apology'' for white 
criticism of the cheerleaders. With terms such as "racial bullshit" 
included in the article, however. DeNiro's humor is well-hidden. 
DeNiro's column has raised serious questions about his ability to serve 
as an objective justice. He should save everyone the time and trouble of 
an impeachment battle and resign 
If his objectivity is in question, he cannot be expected to treat black 
students fairly in court. 
DeNiro not only has publicly stained his reputation, but is also 
Compromising SGA and SAB by not resigning his position. 
If DeNiro does not resign as SAB justice, it is the duty of SGA to oust 
him by other means, namely impeachment, 
Impeachment is justified in this case, since DeNiro has apparently lost 
any trust the black community may have had in him. 
DeNiro must not be allowed to continue as an SAB justice. It would be 
too much to expect him to be unbiased, and it would be too much to ask 
the black students of the University to tolerate an apparently prejudiced 
SAB justice. 
lows need revision 
Editor i Nor*: flrtl ot a two-part tatlm 
on marijuana Jaws. 
By Mark A. Zagelder 
BGOMC President 
Gaest Student Columnist 
In the past few years, the majority of 
states have reduced the penalty for 
possession of small quantities of 
marijuana from a felony to a 
misdemeanor. 
One state. Oregon, has made simple 
possession the legal equivalent of a 
traffic violation. It was only a matter 
of time before the federal government 
made similar moves in the same 
direction 
Three years ago a commission, 
appointed by then-President Nixon, 
made the recommendation that 
present marijuana laws should be 
"decriminalized". Nixon rejected the 
recommendations of his own 
commission Since then a number of 
federal officials have adopted the 
premise that making marijuana 
possession a federal felony serves no 
useful purpose. 
No sooner had William Saxbe. 
former Attorney General, mentioned 
that he would be in favor of softening 
the marijuana laws than Dr. Robert 
OuPont. head of the federal and White 
House drug offices, said he thinks the 
land of the free ought to quit throwing 
people in jail for smoking pot. 
AS WELCOME as this proposal is- 
and certainly Congress should act on it 
favorably   and   fast-it's   really   an 
absurd Innovation. The administration 
supposedly wants to imitate the 
Oregon statute that permits no worse 
than $100 fine for the possession of 
small amounts of marijuana and 
forbids jail terms even for repeated 
offenses. But those who sell and grow 
could still be harshly prosecuted 
The problem here is obvious 
Wouldn't it be a double standard of 
justice to jail those persons that may 
dabble in the sale of something that is 
substantially, if not technically, legal 
for most folks to possess? I submit that 
It is. 
The marijuana laws, because they 
proscribe a "crime" that has no 
victim, are ordinarily enforced against 
those whose "criminality" comes to 
the attention of the authorities by 
accident. 
A case in point would be a recent 
example. A student was stopped by a 
cop for a traffic violation, where by 
mere "accident" the officer 
discovered a number of small joints in 
the student's pocket. But for that 
unfortunate incident, we can assume 
his private use of marijuana would 
have remained his personal affair. 
There is hardly a legal restraint that 
compares with the law on marijuana 
for inconsistency of enforcement. Most 
of those who smoke are never caught. 
ON THE other hand, more than one 
half million people will be arrested this 
year, indeed, only seven per cent for 
sale and 93 per cent for simple 
possession The application of the laws 
are selective in many parts of the 
country, not to mention this particular 
state 
Under those circumstances, the logic 
of Mr. Saxbe, and Mr. DuPont, and 
other federal officials makes sense 
How can a society permit the creation 
of so large a clan of presumptive 
criminals when their crime can be of 
no demonstrable barm to anyone, 
including, as far as we know, 
themselves? This is especially so when 
other "recreational" drugs are legal 
and readily available. 
This argument may seem over-used, 
but only because it's true: alcohol Is at 
least as great as the danger of smoking 
pot, perhaps more so. 
The theory behind proscribing 
marijuana was that its use would 
diminish. This policy has been a 
failure. It's estimated that 25 million 
people smoke pot. Certainly, it's here 
to stay. 
Since there is little evidence to 
contradict that conclusion, and since 
many prosecutors have argued that 
they would like to get marijuana out of 
the way so they and the police can 
concentrate on real crime, it stands to 
reason to support DuPont and those 
others who favor decrimlnalization. 
ADMITTEDLY, some will argue 
that "decriminalization" is but a 
politically delicate way of saying we're 
taking the path toward the day when 
pot will be legal. For now. that is 
neither here nor there. Unless, of 
course, one were inclined to erase that 
double standard of justice we will have 
once possession of marijuana is no 
more than a misdemeanor, punishable 
by no more than a f 100 fine, while those 
who sell face a prison sentence. But 
this country is certainly anything but 
unfamiliar with double standards of 
justice. 
I will grant that "decriminalization" 
is a step in the direction of eventual 
legalization. All the better. With 
legalization will come an end to at 
least one double standard of justice, 
and it will also put control of quality 
and distribution into the hands of the 
state. Also, more taxes for us. more 
revenue for the state Yet more 
importantly will come an end to the 
harsh and needless hassels of a police 
record. 
For a large segment of our present 
population the illegality of marijuana 
makes a mockery of the law In 
essence, it engenders a savage 
disrespect for law enforcement 
Institutions and officials 
Despite what those who seek to 
justify the criminal sanction may 
argue, the logic of the matter causes 
many youngsters to see duplicity in the 
present state of affairs. It's okay for 
mom and dad to drink alcohol, but it's 
a crime to smoke pot 
This type of double standard is 
eroding the principles of the rule of 
law. the net value of the criminal 
sanction in a society should be based on 
a foundation of fairness. For that 
reason, the criminal sanction is most 
effective when it is limited to 
proscribing those offenses of genuine 
danger to the society Possession of 
marijuana does not meet this criteria. 
modern version of old 
but different ideas 
WASHINGTON-Most warnings 
about coming apocalypses are less 
useful as predictions of things to come 
th»n as descriptions of things as they 
are in present time. In that vein it's 
worth noting that today's pessimists 
don't warn us to take care against the 
day of ultimate wrath 
Their theme isn't one of a quick and 
violent end but of rot. deterioration and 
disintegration Looting and noting are 
same times predicted, hut never 
revolution 
Hence, what they're saying is that 
neither on the left nor the right does 
any organized group exist which could 
lake over and run the government even 
If you handed it to them They'd have 
to give the power back within 24 hours 
because none of them have enough 
people to form a minyan or fill the 
principal appointive positions in the 
government 
If Europe is an example where there 
are countries with large, well- 
organized parties offering radical 
alternatives, then perhaps our 
monochromatic politics has its 
advantages. Nevertheless, it also 
leaves us awfully short of new ideas as 
wt move into a period when many of 
out old ones have either worn out or 
disillusioned us 
One new idea which is also very old 
is called socialism, a word that has 
always had an alien ring to American 
ears. Only once in this century, all the 
way back in 1912 when Eugene V. Debs 
was running for the Presidency and 
socialists were getting elected to 
hundreds of offices, did the name of 
that party begin to take on a native 
American coloration. 
SOCIOLOGIST Robert He I lah iThe 
Nation. Dec. 28 'Coming Around to 
Socialism:   Roots  of   the   American 
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Taboo") explains the success of the 
American Socialist Party in those 
years in terms of Debs' ability to 
convince the electorate it was different 
from such foreign ideas as atheistic 
materialism. Debs' socialism was. 
according to Bellah. Biblical, 
redemptive and highly respectful of 
our national reverence for 
individuality 
The coming to power of the 
Bolsheviks in Russia killed off that 
popular definition of socialism, but 
now in the middle of this century's 
seventh decade more and more of our 
people are coming to suspect that 
atheistic materialism, and the 
associated idea of the death of 
individuality, has transplanted itself 
into our own laissez-faire government 
That is the aspect of controversies 
like the West Virginia textbook fight or 
the prayer-in-lhe-schools campaign 
that standard-brand Republicans and 
Democrats have never appreciated. 
What looks to them like backsliding 
bigotry looks to the people in West 
Virginia as the last fight against 
Moscowization of America. 
Other Americans, the sort who don't 
go to church, are going through a set of 
experiences similar to those of the 
prayer-in-the-school crowd They see 
private property, once the social 
guarantor of political individualism, 
being destroyed by the state at the 
behest of corporate power. 
"...The economic system of late 
industrial America cannot be 
reconciled with the fundamental 
American ideology of economic 
independence as the basis of political 
order." writes Bellah. "that ideology 
we have never abandoned though it has 
described our social reality less 
accurately with every passing 
decade." 
BUT CAN a new and native 
socialism offer a platform that the 
millions who believe our American 
Eagle has been hijacked by a cabal of 
bureaucrats can have faith in' 
The best minds of modern socialism, 
like Michael Harrington i see the same 
issue of The Nation), provide us with 
penetratingly informative critiques of 
what's amiss and why They don't allay 
the fear of hastening the very 
centralization that corporate power 
has created 
Harrington acknowledges the 
problem himself when he writes: "If 
one could nationalize the entire energy 
industry at a single stroke, the most 
likely effect would be to confer 
governmental power on the very 
private executives who have produced 
the present, miserable situation " 
Harrington thinks be knows a way 
around that difficulty. Others may not 
be so sure Regardless, we owe it to 
ourselves to see if the modern version 
of some of these old but different ideas 
can be of service to us. Bellah and 
Harrington are closer to being right 
than those people who delude 
themselves with the idea that Congress 
can come back to Washington in a few 
weeks, tinker with the tax laws, create 
some public service jobs and all will be 
well 
Time, has tested those formulas, and 
to pursue them much farther will make 
the prophets of slow morbidity look 
good. 
Copyright.   1974.   The   Washington 
Post 
King Features Syndicate THI DEMOCRATS HAVI A BETTER IDEA 
Lerrers 
number two 
I address this letter to the 
"beautiful, black Miss Proa". With 
your threats and pride. Michael Barson 
may be correct in saying that Bowling 
Green is number two to (south?) 
Boston 
Let's put Bowling Green on the map 
with prestigious events, not threats 
which may result in violence. 
Pride has been the downfall of many 
nations and peoples. Don't let Bowling 
Green fall too! 
Dale Baich 
422 Harrow 
second ward 
obligation 
After attending the open hearing at 
< 'nm School Tuesday night to discuss 
the proposed Second Ward Street 
Improvement Project and reading 
Doug Bugie's letter in The News. I felt 
it necessary to respond to some of Mr. 
Bugie's comments. 
First of all. the hearing was not 
between the Mayor, his cabinet and the 
landlords It was an open hearing for 
all persons who own property, rent, or 
have some interest in the area. 
Likewise, it was not the first time that 
landlords or landowners had the 
opportunity to participate in such a 
hearing relative to this project. 
There was an open hearing held at 
Cnm School in the spring of 1974. Many 
of the comments and objections raised 
in last night's hearing were aired 
earlier in the spring hearing. 
I have great sympathy for students 
who must walk back and forth to 
classes from the Second Ward and 
must negotiate the icy, chuckbole- 
ridden streets. I often make the walk in 
to work at the University myself and it 
is not pleasant Obviously, it Is a 
situation which must be changed. 
"I REALLY don't see the students as 
such helpless victims in this so-called 
"struggle between the landlords and 
the city." though. The real victims in 
the situation are the people, usually 
poor, who have lived most of their lives 
in that part of the Second Ward. 
Many of them own and live in sub- 
standard housing; often they are old 
and must survive on pensions When 
the city zoned the area for multiple 
unit housing exclusively, these people 
had no choice but to stay. They simply 
couldn't afford to move. Generally 
they feel powerless. 
They feel they have been victimized 
by the city, by the landlords, and by the 
students. In addition to substandard 
streets and the lack of sidewalks they 
must put up with noisy parties, loud 
and obscene language, stereo speakers 
blaring out of open windows or placed 
on outside balconies, motorcycles at 2 
a.m. and trespassing. Since their 
experience with students is mostly 
negative, they tend to view all students 
negatively. 
Wouldn't it be great if students 
recognized that living in the Second 
Ward carries with it an obligation to be 
good citizens? To contribute to the 
community as well as take from It? 
Think of the projects that might be 
undertaken: vest pocket parks could be 
created on lots now too small to be 
developed and would benefit students 
and permanent residents alike; 
volunteer work crews could help older 
citizens fix up their property and let 
them know at the same time that 
students aren't all bad. 
Chances are that eventually a strong 
coalition between residents and 
student renters would form and be able 
let's hear from you 
The BG News welcomes all letters to 
the editor and opinion columns Letters 
may comment on any other letter, 
column or editorial. 
Letters should be a maximum of 300 
words, typewritten. We ask that 
columns be no more than four typed 
pages triple-spaced 
The News maintains the right to edit 
all submissions that exceed these 
limits, with respect to the laws of libel 
and proper taste. 
Letters and columns must include the 
author's name, address and phone 
number, and may be mailed to the 
Editor, co The BG News. 106 
University Pall. 
to effectively influence landlords and 
city government. Who knows0 They 
might together even be able to elect 
someone to city council. 
Nancy Miller 
631 Elm St 
save peace 
Due to recent statements made by 
national leaders, it is our concern that 
a war is being considered to alleviate 
the United States' present economic 
slump. We feel positive political action 
to prevent this should be taken before 
the crisis is upon us. 
Therefore, we would encourage 
those also concerned to contact us. 
Make this a "preserve the peace 
campaign", not a "stop the war 
campaign" Please send reactions to: 
Letters to the Editor, care of BG 
News. 
Terri Forbes 
Gus Adams 
Craig Davis 
David P Kerr 
Dean Billman 
311 Conneaut Ave. 
/ones needs 
loophole 
In response to Lt. Melvin R. Jones 
denial of illegal parking published in 
Jan. 28s BG News ("Jones Denies 
Charge"). Last fall I. too. parked In a 
reserved parking space for over four 
hours, with the permission of our 
House Mother who did not have a car 
on campus at the time. 
As I was involved in running errands 
for our sorority that day, I felt the ten- 
dollar ticket I received was unrea- 
sonable. 
My appeal of the case to the Student 
Traffic Court was accompanied by a 
hand-written note from our 
Housemother, explaining that I had 
parked in her space with her 
permission. 
A few days later I received a call 
from my "lawyer" at the Traffic 
Court. He said he bad uncovered a 
University law which, although I don't 
remember the exact wording, 
insinuated to me that the right to park 
in a reserved parking space was not 
transferable. 
Unless there is some legal loophole 
which exempts the University Parking 
Services Director from enforcing his 
own laws. I hope what you. Mr Jones, 
(according to The News I meant by the 
"...parking officer who issued him a 
warning ticket apparently 
misunderstood the reasons for his car 
being in the reserved space..." was 
that you know you should have been 
fined $10. Be glad you only got a 
warning-you couldn't have appealed 
your ticket. 
Laurie Schloss 
202 Kappa Delta 
racist 
Mr. DeNiro's overreaction to 
Valencia Proa's letter can also be 
labeled "racist." Defensive attitudes 
and hollow threats do not represent 
white opinion. 
Bert DeVeau 
219 Offenhauer West 
humane 
It seems to me that Craig B. Wick 
cleared some air in clarifying that 
there is not a lot of consolation in 
knowing that people are killed in a slow 
death from the present weapons of the 
police as opposed to a fast death from 
the flat-headed bullets which they had 
wanted to use His reasons are sound 
and I could only add one more for those 
who are given to such premises. 
Not only is complete disarming of 
the police good for oneself-the burden 
of the article-but if one considers that 
all human life is a sacred gift then, 
even if one is threatened personally, it 
would be better to die than to 
participate in another's death. Such 
was the wise foolishness of the one who 
ask of us not to return evil with evil. 
Thank you for using the paper for 
promoting humane interests. 
Lev! Miller 
300 Napoleon F-S6 
Thursday, January 30. 1*75. The tO Nsjws/iHajiiP 
Sadat buys French bombers 5 
By The Associated Press 
Egyptian President 
Anwar Sadat, eager to make 
up 1973 war losses not filled 
by the Soviets, announced 
yesterday the purchase of 
France's newest Mirage Fl 
fighter-bombers that fly at 
more than twice the speed of 
sound 
He also expressed opti- 
mism on another military 
disengagement with Israel 
and said "for the first time 
in 26 years it is possible that 
we can have peace in the 
area." 
The Mirage purchase 
broke the Kremlin's 2-year- 
long monopoly on arms sales 
to Egypt and was the first 
major Western weapons 
pact with the Egyptians 
since 1955 
SOURCES in Paris said 
SEC to organize 
spring conference 
H.Un Cuttin, senior (I.A.). Koran User, junior (B.A.), and 
Judy Goodman,  junior (B.A.).  members of Pi Omogo Pi, a 
BOOK business education honorary organiie and pack books for on* 
of ih«it sorvico projects. The books will be sent to colleges in 
pOCKBfS      'he southern United States, India and Aruba. (Newsphoto by 
 Michael Grono)  
The Senate Executive 
Committee (SEC) is spon- 
soring a day-long conference 
on values and evaluation 
during spring quarter. 
Dr Karl G Rahdert. pro- 
fessor of management, is 
chairing the committee to 
organize the conference The 
mvii.iii.Mi.il conference 
should involve about 500 
participants 
The series of seminars 
and workshops will explore 
areas such as grade infla- 
tion, tenure and restraint in 
an academic environment 
Sessions will be conducted 
by faculty, administrators 
and students, according to 
Dr. Ramona Cormier, chair- 
woman of SEC and professor 
of philosophy 
The concept of an evalua- 
tion day was proposed 
during an SEC workshop 
heid before fall quarter, 
according to Dr Cormier 
SHE SAID SEC wanted to 
improve the sense of com- 
munity at the University 
Dr Cormier said the 
conference should include 
about 300 students, being 
invited through the Student 
Government Association and 
Graduate Student Senate, 
and 200 faculty and admin- 
istrators 
Dr Cormier said SEC 
hopes to conclude the confe- 
rence with a speaker of 
national prominence She 
said the Anderson Founda- 
tion is supporting the confer- 
ence 
Professors will be allowed 
to dismiss classes on the 
conference day. but Aca- 
demic Council last quarter 
denied a request that classes 
be canceled that day 
SEC will submit a request 
to Academic Council for a 
University-wide evaluation 
day. free of classes during 
the 1975-76 academic year, 
said Dr Cormier 
Honorary collects textbooks for India 
By Mary Hlggias 
Pi Omega Pi. national 
business education honorary 
is sponsoring a book drive 
this week for colleges in 
India. Aruba and some 
southern colleges. 
Helen M.  Curtin. senior 
B A I. and acting oresHgnt 
of Pi Omega Pi. said they 
have already collected 180 
books from various 
departments in the College 
of Business Administration 
Curtin said the officers of 
the honorary formed the 
idea of a book drive last 
spring at the suggestion of 
Arurnyrsyaajam M Perus, 
graduate student, who told 
CLASSIFIEDS 
GET 
RESULTS 
them   he   had   connections 
with an Indian college. 
Curtin added that Dr. 
Mearl R. Guthne. chairman 
of the business education 
department. has 
connections with a college in 
Aruba 
Most   of   the   books   are 
business    textbooks..      "al- 
though we found a couple of*" 
odd ones." Curtin said. 
Curtin said that according 
to Perus. almost all the text- 
books in Indian colleges are 
written in English 
She said Pi Omega Pi 
members now are packing 
the books, which should be 
mailed by the end of the 
week. 
Dr. Guthne said part of 
the postage would be paid 
from the Pi Omega Pi 
treasury and that Perus had 
said his church might be 
willing to help pay some of 
the postage. 
The drive. Curtin said, is a 
pledge project. 
Curtin explained that the 
purpose for the book drive 
was to fulfill part of their 
obligation as a national 
honorary She said they are 
required to have several 
national and international 
projects each year. 
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GIVE UP WORLDLY DEPENDENCE 
I,ft ■it-' .isk you, what you would say is ihe first mquiremrnl to becoming s 
('liri-.ii.in ' One of the first steps is to hrlirvr there is a Cod. This is the first 
step towtird receiving His Son as your personal saviour. 
Then you must have faith in Him. Hebrews 11:6 says that without faith it 
is impossible in please  Htm. 
You must believe In God t" MOh a point that you will place your life in His 
hand* entlrelya This meaai giving up your dependence upon the things of this 
world,; and realise that God in the creator «'f thoar limits. 
II IS Or NO effect to worship or In-lip vr in the created things when you 
have .in open door i<> ronununlcale t- ilie • reaior* 
Hi la door is open through fallha Hie Bible define* f.iiih as. "the substance 
..f things hoped for ami  the evidence <<l ihlftgH not seen." 
This means lli.it faith, though it can not be seen, is ti real solid m.ilcriul. 
It is .1 aubatance which given you the assurance that what you hope for is yours 
even il you  tlon't alr»-,i.K   possess  Eta 
Maybe you don't even sec wfcal you asked for anywhere around, but \ou still 
have the evidence thai it layoars. Just as the Israelites received food from Cod 
|i\   f.nili  before the manna cvei  came down from Heaven. 
HI T THIS FAITH has |o have a .enlei, a reason for existing, and this is 
found in Jesus, God's mil. begotten Son. without faith in Christ as the one thing 
thai is sure and certain you will lack real direction* 
God does not like confasion ami if you put your faith or trust onanythingthat 
is Ukel) to fall, you'll become confuse.I. 
Si (.ml ru.nlc a way, a path, a person that is sure so that you will not be con- 
fust di ^ on t .in put vour faith there and Christ will be that sure and certain anchor 
f< i \ mil faith. 
•\nd God will not send you through this world without anything to protect 
your fi-lh With or leave you helpless in life's battles. According to His Word 
H "..1 —i.u.s 6:13*17) He has slrOad)   provided for yOU  the armor you need. 
(..til lakes i .ire o| His own, ami -is a believer, putting your faith in Him, yo*i 
nil) nave the help of His ||ol) Spirit, who will no: onl) oju before you and prepare 
the  way. but He goes with you as yonr source of strength and help. 
COD REALIZES KLSO thai you are only human and when the need seems so 
great, we need to have an open channel to talk to the one that is in control of 
this world and its powers in order to give us the extra strength and courage we 
need. So God also opened up thut channel through the blood of Jesus. 
Hebrews 10:1° say s that we have the boldnSSS |o enter into the very throne 
room of God at anytime by  the blood of Jesus. That is for every believer. 
If you have a problem or you just need to talk to the commanding officer, you 
always have an open channel—just go to your knees. 
THK DKCISION to follow this path is your own. I can not make you follow 
Cod; Cod could not or would not do that. Hut you must decide for yourself. 
Jesus says in the last book of the New Testament that He is even now 
standing at the door and knocking; but you must open the door. 
Your will is the handle to th«t door, and if you will it to be open Jesus will 
come ;n and live with you, and be a constant companion, and provide the things, 
spiritual and physical, that you need. 
And it will not be a one way thing, with him doing all the talking, but it is 
a time of real two-way communication. 
Do you hear the knock, do you feel the lugging of your heart, won't you open 
the door? TTie decision is yours. 
AFTER YOU MAKE this decision, will you be willing to share that deci- 
sion, that new found friend, that present help in time of trouble with someone 
else? Not just your friends, those that are well and healthy, but with anyone. 
The man on the street, the one in the hospital, the handicapped, the blind, 
the mentally disturbed, the elderly in our rest homes. 
This may be where the real need for your life and work is lor Jesus. A msn 
is a man.no matter what the outside is like and everyone needs to hear the gospel. 
This is the greatest chsllenge that can ever be placed upon a person-tsking 
and sharing the gospel, and winning others to Jesua. It all depends upon whst 
you want to do with your life. 
John Beach 
P.O. Box 90 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
about 50 planes ware 
Involved In tbc sale at a cost 
of about $s J million each. 
But experts said with 
spare parts, ground equip- 
ment and a training pro- 
gram, the cost would be 
much higher, putting the 
value of the talc beyond fSK 
million 
Sadat, speaking to a 
crowded Paris news confe- 
rence on the last day of a 
three-day visit to Prance, 
refused to give the number 
of planes involved in the 
deal but said it was much 
leas than the 120 planes 
Egypt lost in the 1873 war. 
HE SAID delivery would 
be in years to come, 
repeating the word "years" 
three times, and said "we 
have no problem on finan- 
cing."   an   apparent   refe- 
rence   to   Saudi   Arabian 
backing. 
The Israeli government 
had no immediate comment 
on Sadat's purchases But 
Israeli military analysts saw 
the purchase of the planes 
and possibly other weapons 
as a dangerous military 
advance that' gives the 
Arabs "a heavy emphasis to 
the military option." 
newsnotes 
Russian visit 
WASHINGTON (AP) -Soviet 
cosmonauts preparing for a joint l> S ■ 
Russian space mission in July will pay 
their first visit to Cape Canaveral. Fla . 
next week to inspect U.S. launch 
facilities 
Nine cosmonauts and 18 Russian spare 
officials and technicians will be joined 
by 10 American astronauts for the Feb 
8-10 session 
The group flies to Houston's Johnson 
Space Center for three weeks of 
training 
Highlight of the Cape Canaveral visit 
will be the cosmonauts' inspection of the 
Apollo ship to be used in the flight 
They will familiarize themselves with 
the cabin so there won't be any surprises 
when they climb aboard 140 miles above 
the earth on July 17. 
The astronauts will view the Soyuz 
vehicle in May at the Soviet 
cosmodrome at Baikonur. 
It will be the first time Americans 
have been permitted to visit this super- 
secret launch site in central Russia 
The hospital reported a preliminary 
test showed no evidence of any coronary 
complication The hospital confirmed 
that Taft was fatigued 
An aide said the senator had been 
under a strain since the crash Saturday 
of a private plane in Washington killed 
three longtime personal friends he 
invited to the city for a dinner and 
meeting 
Wheat deal 
Taft 
WASHINGTON (API-Sen Robert 
Taft (R-Ohio) was hospltallied 
yesterday at Bethesda Naval Hospital 
after complaining of fatigue and chest 
discomfort. 
NEW YORK (AP)-The Soviet Union 
has canceled the purchase of 100,000 tons 
of wheat bought from two American 
firms last October and Is negotiating to 
cancel purchase of another 100.000 tons, 
industry observers said yesterday. 
Neither the firms. Cook Industries of 
Memphis. Term. or Continental Grata 
Co. based in New York City, weald 
confirm or deny the reports. 
The report came just two days after it 
was learned that mainland China had 
canceled an order for more than 22.4 
million bushels of American wheat 
Mel Sjerben. senior editor of Milling- 
Baking News in Kansas City, said he 
learned Tuesday night that the Soviet 
Union had canceled 100.000 tons of wheat 
purchase from Cook, and that "another 
100.000 tons is involved in negotiations." 
Hove A Fling With 
"DIE FLEDERMAUS" 
TUES. FEB. 11 - STUDENT NIGHT - 8 P.M. 
MAIN AUDITORIUM 
ADMISSION $2.50 - ALL SEATS 
AVAILABLE 109 JOHNSTON HALL - OR AT DOOR 
FIRST COME — FIRST SERVED 
NONE RESERVED' 
* IF PURCHASEO BY FEB. 3, BLOCKS AVAILABLE TO BGSU STUDENTS 
MCOOMAMTS tCC MCMtlrVNi 
ITS A MCASTV BatttNFASt 
WITH A PSICC THAT WON'T ♦KM.? VOW AWAMI. 
"Try an egg, grilled in sweet creamery butler, covered 
with melted cheese and Canadian Bacon, on a toasted 
English muffin.'' 
Served Monday thru Saturday 
9 am. to 11 a.m. 
Sunday 9 am to 1 p.m 
■ McDonali lds 
1050 S. Main 
1470 E. Woostar 
Pf 4/The IP Newi, Thursday, Jonuory 30, 197S 
SALE PRICES SLASHED 
FOR 
J.D.MADAR 
THE GENTLEMEN'S CLOTHIER 
STORE CLOSED 
Our store was closed all day, Wednesday, to 
mark down prices on everything in our store. 
The prices you saw last week will not be the 
same. Read the prices and COMPARE!!! Don't 
miss out! 
USE YOUR- 
BANKAMERICARD 
MASTER CHARGE 
J.D. MADAR REVOLVING CHARGE 
LOCATED AT 
109 SOUTH MAIN ST 
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 
9:30 A.M. to 9 P.M. THURSDAY & FRIDAY, TILL 5:30 P.M. SAT. 
FAMOUS BRANDS ON SALE 
Eagle 
Pierre Cardm 
Arthur Richards 
Trinity Park 
Cricketeer 
Robert Bruce 
Interwoven 
Hart Schattner & Mam 
Gleneagles 
Herman Phillips 
Jockey 
Hanes 
Van Heusen 
Wicktield 
Onhrd Halt 
Sera 
Oxford Neckwear 
Hubbard 
Robert lewis 
Cresco 
Res/Ho 
Austin Reed 
Wickbury 
GREAT '250,000 STOCK REDUCTION SALE 
STORE WIDE INVOLVING EVERY ITEM IN OUR STORE WITHOUT   RESERVE 
MENS SUITS 
Reg. Priced '185.00 
This is the bargain you've been wait 
mg lor Vested suit by famous maker 
in all current styles and fabrics was 
originally sale priced at $114 88. 
now is priced to move at 
SAVE '97.00 
 '-*& 
00 
MENS SPORT COATS 
Reg. Priced 440.00 
Fantastic values in mens sport coats. 
marked down to the lowest possible 
price will be a sure sellout at 
SAVE '83.00 
00 
MENS SUITS 
Regular Priced '180.00 
Select group of mens two piece suits 
by famous maker in beautiful colors 
for the current season Our first sale 
pnce was $99.95 For the excellent 
selection remaining we are asking 
the unbelievable low, low... 
SAVE '108.00 
$ 72 00 
SELECT GROUP OF 
MENS DRESS SLACKS 
Reg. '42.50 
EUROPEAN 
STYLED, MANY 
STYLES AND 
FABRICS 
$ 
PRICED TO MOVE AT 14 00 
DOORS OPEN PROMPTLY AT 9:30 A.M. 
ENTIRE DRESS SHIRT INVENTORY 
WILL HAVE TWO PRICES ONLY 
$C88       $700 
«)       AND    I 
Our entire long sleeve dress shirt inventory including all our tamotis brands, regular retail trom $8 50 to 
$25 will be two prices only Most ol our shirts retail Irom $10 to $15 Real Savings here1 
CHECK THESE SUPER BARGAINS 
MENS BELTS 
REGULAR •8.00 
NOW 
SWEATER VESTS 
R»| $12 to $20.00 
UNVILIEVABLE LOW OF $4 00 
LEONARDO 
STRASSI KNITS 
REDUCED 
Itf. $28.50 NOW W 
t«C- $30.00 NOW %ISU 
$17.50   NOW'9" 
ENTIRE NECKTIE 
INVENTORY 
TWO PRICES 
$2*8.$5 00 
LEATHER JACKETS 
WITH KNIT TRIM 
Regular '100.00 
$3Q00 NOW 
ONLY 12LEFT 
LONG SLEEVE 
ITALIAN 
SCOOP NECKS 
REGULAR 
$30.00 
NOW 
ONLY 
$1466 
ALL MENS 
SOCKS 
98° 
REGULAR $1.25 
$1.50 1 $1.75 
WILL GO AT 
mam CHECK 
CARDIGAN SWEATER 
Rag- $16.00 
Sg88 NOW 
SELECT GROUP OF MENS 
DRESS SLACKS 
VALUES $10 to $30.00 
TWO PRICES ONLY |»29S *. $6M 
LEISURE SUITS 
<< 
E 
3 PRICES 
ONLY 
Reg.'135" $*%fi 
NOW SLASHED TO .        ** \J 
00 
Reg. *135°° 
NOW SLASHED TO . 
Reg. '9000 
NOW SLASHED TO . 
$4goo 
$3500 
<^hu^u^ HOURS: 
HURSDAY 9:30 A.M. TO 9 P.M. 
FRIDAY 9:30 A.M. TO 9 P.M. 
SAT. 9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M. 
Dorms may let 
floor suffice for 
mattress frame 
Students who have been 
violating University policy 
by placing their mattresses 
on the floor in residence 
halls may not have to worry 
about it much longer. 
According to Teresa Ber- 
tone. sophomore (Ed.I and 
student assembly member, 
the University is willing to 
listen to student ideas con- 
cerning alternatives to bed- 
bunking 
She said that putting mat- 
tresses on the floor is 
against regulations because 
it causes the mattresses to 
rot and causes mold to 
develop on the carpet. 
Although it is not Univer- 
sity policy yet. students will 
be allowed to place their 
mattresses on the floor if 
they provide heavy plastic 
or paper at their own 
expense to put between the 
mattress and the carpet. 
Bertone said. 
Students also are being 
permitted to set their mat- 
tress on the bottom frame of 
the bed directly on the floor 
if they provide coasters to 
prevent the carpet from 
tearing. 
Present University policy 
states that students in resi- 
dence halls caught with 
their mattresses on the floor 
are subject to a $5 fine and 
must have the mattress 
back on the bed within 24 
hours 
High schoolers 
to attend music 
reading clinic 
The 19th annual New 
Music Reading Clinic will be 
held tomorrow and Saturday 
at the Llniversity under the 
supervision of Mark S 
Kelly, professor of music 
education 
The clinic, co-sponsored 
by University Bands and 
C'oyles' Music Center in 
Columbus, will start at 1 
p.m tomorrow in the Grand 
Ballroom. Union, and will 
include the Annual Winter 
Concert by the University- 
Symphonic Band on Satur- 
day 
The All-Ohio Sight 
Heading Band, composed of 
Ohio high school students, 
will read through about 70 
pieces of new music printed 
within the last year, accor- 
ding to Kim Creager. sym- 
phonic band librarian. The 
music, he said, is on loan for 
the clinic through Coyles 
Guest conductor for the 
clinic will be Kenneth 
Bloumquist. director of 
bands at Michigan State Uni- 
versity. 
According to Dr. James P 
Kennedy, dean of the 
College of Musical Arts, 
more than 200 high school 
music students will attend 
the clinic, in addition to 
almost 250 high school music 
supervisors. 
Creager said the clinic 
gives the band directors a 
chance "to play in the band 
again." 
The two-day clinic also 
serves as a recruiting device 
for the I'niversity. he said, 
adding that the students get 
to see the campus and see 
what the University bands 
are all about 
University band members 
are providing housing for the 
visiting musicians. Creager 
said 
MEN! - WOMEN! 
JOBS UN SHIPS' No numeric* r* 
nu'rfd Excellent pay Worldwide 
travel Pertecl summer job Of career 
Send $3 00 l» information SEAFAX. 
Dept P-JS PO Bo> 2049 Port 
Angeles Washington 98362 
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CARDS 
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AT 
Dorsey Drugs 
500 E. Wooster 
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local briefs . 
SGA candidates 
Prospective Student Government Association 
candidates are reminded that it is their responsibility to 
contact the News for their pre-election interviews. 
Candidates may call 2-2003 or sign up at the News office in 
101 University Hall between 9 a.m.-S p.m. 
Outstanding citizen 
Joan Gordon, information director for WGBU-TV and a 
University graduate, was named Bowling Green's 
outstanding woman citizen for 1974 Tuesday night by the 
Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce. 
Gordon graduated in 1957 with a degree in journalism. She 
has held her WBGU-TV post since 1972 
She was formerly county editor of the Daily Sentinel- 
Tribune, and is active in civic affairs. 
Lunchtime talk 
Billie J Silver, an agent of Equitable Life Insurance Co.. 
will speak at noon today at the University Center for 
Continued Learning. 194 S Main St.. as part of the 
Lunchtime Conversations Series 
The free lecture will be about Silver's work in 
advertising, merchandise buying and insurance 
Neit week's guest speaker will be free-lance writer 
Judith Wagner 
Slide show 
Daniel Tully. of Daniel Tully Associates, who designed 
and built the unique recreation center at Boston College, 
will present a slide demonstration at 1 p.m. today in the 
White Dogwood Suite. Union 
Any persons interested in the possibility of recreational 
buildings at the University are invited to attend. 
English course 
A course in "Basic English Conversation'' will be 
offered to international students starting tomorrow night 
It will be led by former Peace Corps worker Robert 
Snyder from 7-9 p.m on Fridays in 16 Williams Hall 
Music dean 
Dr. J. Paul Kennedy has been named as the first dean of 
the newly-created College of Musical Arts 
Dr Kennedy began teaching at the University in 1936 
Twenty-one years later he was named head of the music 
department When the music department became part of 
the College of Education in 1960. Dr Kennedy became the 
director As the department grew under his direction, it 
became the School of Music in 1970 
Dr. Kennedy, a native of Iowa, earned undergraduate 
degrees in music from William Penn College and 
Northwestern University. In 1935. he did graduate work at 
the Matth.iv Pianoforte School in London. England after 
receiving his masters degree in composition and piano 
from Northwestern He completed his doctoral work at the 
University of Iowa 
Financial aid 
Forms are now available for students planning to apply 
for financial aid for next year from the Financial Aid 
Office. 305 Student Services Bldg 
Applications for the Ohio Instructional Grant are due 
Saturday and those for the National Direct Student Loan 
are due April 30 No due date has yet been set for the Basic 
Opportunity Grant. 
Summer applications will be available in March 
■FREE ADMITTANCE WITH THIS AD- 
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WBGU-TV buys 
3 color cameras 
with HEW funding 
New cameras William C.  Uuti, chief engineer at WBGU-TV,  demonstrate* Mark VIII cameras. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht) new Morcani 
WBGU-TV will undergo a 
change next month when the 
University-affiliated Public 
Broadcasting System station 
puts three new color 
cameras into operation. 
The cameras, which cost 
1208.000. are known as 
Marconi Mark VIII 
cameras 
"These new cameras will 
improve the quality of our 
production.'' said Bill Leutx. 
WBG Us chief engineer 
"This equipment will 
make us equal to. if not 
better than, any TV station 
in the slate.'' he added 
THE STATION will also 
receive a new video 
switcher-costing S37.000 in 
May 
Two of the cameras and 
the switcher were purchased 
with a grant from the 
Department of Health. Edu- 
cation and Welfare totaling 
$193,036. according to 
WBGU General Manager 
Duane Tucker. 
Tucker said the University 
contributed I3S.0O0 for the 
equipment. 
The grant was given to 
allow WBGU-TV to fully 
convert to color. Tucker 
said. 
The station formerly bad 
two color studio cameras. 
but any remote work had to 
be done in black-and-white. 
The new cameras' portabi- 
lity will enable the station to 
use them for color remote 
broadcasts 
English dept. offering lab 
to improve writing skills 
By Don Kubec 
The department is again 
offering a free helping hand 
to any students interested in 
improving their writing 
skills in the form of a writing 
laboratory that specializes in 
helping students overcome 
writing difficulties. 
The writing lab. which has 
been in operation every 
quarter since spring 1972. 
offers free tutoring by 
English graduate assistants 
and is open to any student 
"The graduate assistant 
will work on a one-to-one 
basis with the student to find 
out his specific problem 
They will then work 
together to correct that 
problem." explained Dave 
Russell, an English 112 
instructor and coordinator 
of the writing lab 
According to Russell, stu- 
dents' writing difficulties 
range   from   organizational 
problems to trouble in spel- 
ling 
The student s writing 
problem can be in any sub- 
ject, not just necessarily 
English." he said. "Our 
instructors are qualified to 
handle just about any 
trouble a student is having in 
writing." 
The writing lab is open 
weekdays from 9 am -4 p.m. 
and individual sessions 
between instructors and stu- 
dents are in half-hour seg- 
ments. 
A student can arrange an 
appointment by signing up 
(or designated times al the 
lab in 407 Moseley Hall 
"The 10 graduate assis- 
tants we currently have 
working in the lab are very 
committed and enjoy 
working with students who 
put out an effort to improve 
themselves." he said It's 
reelly a disappointment 
when a student skips an 
appointment or just shows 
up once and then we never 
see him again "* 
Kip Norcross, a graduate 
assislanl who works in the 
lab. said the one-lo-one rela- 
tionship helps the student 
the most 
In a large class it's hard 
to pick out and pay attention 
to the individual problems a 
student may be having in his 
writing In the lab the stu- 
dent and I can bounce Ideal 
oil one another and find the 
proper guidance and help he 
needs." Norcross said 
Fewer students take 
advantage of the help the 
writing lab offers in the 
beginning of the quarter 
Instead. Norcross said, they 
wait until the latter part ol 
the quarter to seek help 
Steve (ionzales, sopho- 
more It A said he 
believes the lab will really 
help him overcome his 
writing problems 
"I feel 1 can express my- 
self easier in the lab." he 
said 
Premlnum Fresh Seafood Restaurant 
NOW STAFFING 
Waiters, Waitresses, Broiler Cooks, and Lounge 
help needed. A great way for an added in- 
come. Good pay and pleasant working con- 
ditions. 
Just up Route 23, Sylvania. Ohio 
Apply in Person 
SKIPJACK 82 
Mon. thru Fn, 10 a.m. to6 p.m. 
SW corner Monroe Street at 
Route 23 - 419-882-3040 
><• 
The 
Loving Cup 
Blessed ore those 
who save the News 
THE BROTHERS OF THETA CHI 
ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THEIR 
WINTER QUARTER PLEDGE CLASS: 
Steve Booth 
Mark DiSalvo 
Joe Dunn 
Steve Fletcher 
Kurt Homan 
Ricci lacoboni 
Rick James 
John Kerns 
John Kupanoff 
Tim McCloskey 
Vince Marquard 
Terry Spring 
Jerry Thomas 
Pete Villari 
Ed Wisneski 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
Alpine Village Restaurant 
FEATURING 
AMERICAN, GERMAN AND ITALIAN FOOD 
M0N.-THURS. 
COLLEGE EVENING SPECIAL 
CHOICE OF SPAGHETTI *195 
OR 
LASAGNA      *225 
INCLUDES 
TOSS SALAD. BREAD & BUTTER & COFFEE OR TEA 
COCKTAIL LOUNGE OPEN TILL 1 A.M. 
MON.-SAT. 
ENTERTAINMENT THURS., FRI. & SAT. 
MONDAY-THURSDAY EVENINGS 5:30-10:00 
117 N. MAIN - 353-0512 
*JlfIf I f/f>*'ll>'/ll/l'/f/tl/'/t'>/lt >>''/'>'till'/''tlt'<l>//'l>t'"t'""""""l'""*"""l"""","'>'' 
SAY IT WITH STITCHERY 
Jiffy Stitch 
by 
Sunset Designs 
Cor. of 
N. Main 
& 
Court 
44 New Crewel & Needlepoints 
$250 . $450 
Jfretuf) Snot 
Where Today's Hobbies 
are Tomorrow's Heirlooms 
Crafts 
& 
Gifts 
>/////////////////////////////. 
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
T^ l.« A ... I.- Timrt 
ACROSS 
1 Cask's circlet 
5 Assigned nmount 
10 True:  Fr. 
14 Munitions, for 
short 
lf>  Rernnt 
lli  Age* sntl  nffcs 
17 Small warbler 
1R   Make  merry 
1!' Thebnn god 
20  Regan's father 
22 Sloping slightly 
24 Counting-out 
wor<l 
25 Cnlornnls 
2»'» Source of power 
2M  Deals with in 
writing 
32 Swiss river 
.1.1  Minlein  hail 
style 
i.'i OomblnK form 
for "four" 
M  Wl iithcrlllnn's 
IWH 
40 Arelie ahoile 
41 Peak of Thessaly 
42 River   island 
4'l  Wiscm-re 
4". Dominoes 
Is   Iniuiiities 
41» Occupy  wholly 
50 Jubilant 
.VI   Ease 
57   Part  of a high- 
way 
r,s Leaning n bit 
I'.II Affair on the 
field of honor 
01 Munich's river 
02 — had   I pretty 
Rood 1 
o:i Common Latin 
aliln. 
ill   Short   pins or 
bolts 
05 Dean of a group 
M Hero or heroine 
DOWN 
1 Vend 
2 Father   of   Allah 
.1 Foreboding 
4 Kind of silk 
5 Bubiecl "' Mai 
cutio's speech in 
"Rumen   nnd 
Juliet" 
0 Untwist, as n 
rope:  Naut. 
7  Ridges of glacial 
sand 
B  Make  knotted 
lace 
II Affirmative 
reply, with "sir" 
10 Meat dish 
11 City on the 
Tevere 
12 Shortly 
13 Verbal contrac- 
tion 
21   Meadow 
83  Pacific area 
pact:   Abhr. 
25 Rubbish 
20  Small, silvery 
fish 
27 Norwegian giant 
28 Appointment to 
• meet 
2!l T-bone 
30 Fragrant root 
31 Unfading, as 
colors 
32 Sacred bull of 
Ptnh 
.14 Soft embroidery 
silk 
:I7  Ardenl   fans 
.'(H  Supposed   abode 
of the Muses 
•t!'  Actor  George 
44   Remote from the 
sea 
40 "This  above 
47  Kind of baseball 
pilch 
49 Misleading 
Mi Saucy: Colloq. 
51 Quiet 
52 Impediment 
63 Commiseration 
54 Vehicle 
55 Shade of blue 
50 Mademoiselle 
50 More  than 
enough 
ANSWER 10 PREVIOUS PUZUE 
IAICTKT 
LB.QN 
DOONESBURY by Garry Trudeau 
600DEVENING. 
mur ME PRESIDENT 
OF ME UNITED STATES 
IS OUT OF WORK. CUT- 
, BACKS IH WASTEFUL 
\ feoem SPENDING 
\ms DIED AS ME 
\PRIME REASON 008 
scMmemers 
WHIN UKITl HOUSE SPOttS 
HAN RON NtSSEN READ THt 
NEWS TO A STVNNFP PRESS 
CORPS TODAY, HABDENtP. 
VLTERAN REKRTERS oPtNiy 
WEPT   NESSEN HIMSELF t 
msSHAKIN6S0BAPty I 
HIS CI6ARETTE 
WENT OUT 
T 
THEREISNOOFFICJAL 
W0RP YET AS TO MR- 
FORDS PIMS, BUT CBS 
NEWS HAS LEARNED THAT 
TOP UHITE HOUSE AIPES 
ARE ENC0URA6IN3 THE 
PRESIDENT TOTAKE THE I 
0PP0R.WMTY TO 60 
? BACK TO 
COLLE6E ■ 
HE IS 
EXPECTED 
TOMAJOR 
IN FRENCH 
GET WELL BAUS! 
kVENINGS 
AT 
7:00 & 10:00 CINEMAI&CINEMAII 
EVENINGS 
AT 
7:15 A 9:30 
NOW! 1st WEEK OF A 4 WEEK RUN 
v   -* 
•Jk        The world's 
< tallest building jj .   is on fire. 
'       **    1 ■m/r       You are there 
>            on the 
Trr 135th floor... V- no way down... 
PAUL ■ no way out. n 
STEVE    NEWMAN 
McQUEEN k       /    |     WILLIAM 
DUNAWAY 
SOWERI 
INFERNO 
NG 
It;   :: 
NOW! 1st WEEK OF A 4 WEEK RUN 
"SOMETHING HIT US... th* craw is dead, 
hasp us, phsosa, plaase help usl" 
AIRPORT 
197! 
An all NEW him 
inspired by the 
novel AIRPORT 
by Arthur Hailey 
> mvosM "Co* ticwicao«->uunsiON 
ADMISSION FOR BOTH PICTURES - ALL PERFORMANCES • ADULTS $2.50 
[    CHILD $1.25 - NO PASSES - NO STUDENT NIGHT ■ NO BARGAIN MATINEES 
Cannonboll Adderly Quintet 
Pyramid' album precise 
Review by 
Frank Johnson 
The Cannonball Adderley 
Quintet (or. at times. 
Quartet) has been around 
for many years and brought 
forth many great players to 
the jazz field, including 
Weather Report's Joe 
Zawinul and his brother 
Nat Adderley 
The Quintet's latest 
album . " Pyramid'' 
(Fantasy 9455) isn't one ol 
the funky work-out sessions 
that have occurred before, 
but is instead more thought- 
ful and precise than endless 
funk 
"Phases'' starts the 
album, with electric piano 
work from composer Hal 
Gaper who intermixes with 
Cannonball's sax and Nat's 
coronet 
"Book-Ends" features the 
two excellent session men in 
the album: keyboardist 
George Duke and Chicago 
guitarist Phil Upchurch 
DUKE contributes clari- 
nets and synthesizers, 
serving as second bass on 
this tune Upchurch is 
almost isolated on one chan- 
nel just picking away as if he 
had always played with 
Adderley 
The title cut starts off the 
second side, and sounds a lot 
like the attempts of Ramsey 
Lewis. Miles Davis, the Cru- 
saders and others who try to 
capture a younger audience 
with danceable tunes. 
"Pyramid'' has a medium 
tempo, with not enough time 
lor solos or to develop the 
song It is short enough so it 
does not become boring 
Cannonball comes back, 
however, with his "Suite 
Cannon" that begins with 
some of his best notes and 
Roy McCurdy's light bongo 
tappings 
The quiet first section. 
"The King and I," goes into 
lull group involvement with 
part two's "Time In." 
Everybody does a solo this 
time around, with bassist 
Walter Booker holding down 
the musical fort 
"FOR MELVIN Lastie" IS 
the third and final part that 
features Nat on a slow blues 
number Somehow Cannon- 
ball was having lun when he 
wrote this one. because the 
humorous   feeling   ol   the 
piece comes through 
Cannonball himself opens 
up the last selection. George 
and Ira Gershwin's "Bess. 
Oh Where s My Bess." 
The song is just Adder- 
ley's soprano sax and 
Jimmy Jones' piano to make 
it a quiet ending lor an 
almost perfect album 
Cannonball is quite mellow 
and almost brings tears to 
the eyes in this song 
The Cannonball Adderley 
Quintet has been around for 
a long time now. and "Pyra- 
mid's" Quintet, plus two. is 
probably the best of recent 
years 
The Cannonball Adderley 
Quintet will appear in con- 
cert at 8 p.m. Sunday in the 
Grand Ballroom. Union 
Comedy needs overhaul 
Review by 
Daa nr.jon.ki 
Jean Kerr's "Finishing Touches'" needs a major overhaul. 
Few of the characters or situations are interesting, and Kerr's 
wit is overpowered by stale moral sentimentality. 
It is a slow play, with too few quick, funny scenes 
The plot concerns Jeff Cooper, a 40-year-old professor who 
begins to regret his staid, dull life. His tensions are 
misinterpreted by his wife, who has become insensitive as a 
result of being married 
To put the flame to their doubts and values, their son Steve 
returns home with his roommate, an older woman 
NOT ONLY are the characters mostly cardboard, but very 
lew of the players fit their roles, either physically or in 
temperment 
As the wife, Diane Kondrat. sophomore (A&Sl. reacts too 
predictably to everything and exhibits little flair for comedy 
The frustration she exhibits may have more to do with her 
ability to play the part, than with the part itself 
Keith Guion. senior «AaVSi. like Jeff Cooper who he portrays, 
is confused by his lack of true feelings 
Some bright moments are provided by Steve Hilgeman. 
sophomore (A&Si. as the amoral' son He understands his 
character and plays it with sincere humor 
The undergraduate cast is getting a chance for experience 
which is good But the sensitive director needed to maximize 
their talents and minimize errors is not here 
DIRECTOR F Lee Miesle should have trimmed the play by 
removing some of Kerr's preaching and cliches This would 
have improved the pace and energy level 
In addition, some of the characters movements seemed 
excessive and pointless 
Professor John Hepler's set is pleasing to the eye Hopefully, 
the technical crew now can coordinate all of their cues 
"Finishing Touches'" will be performed at 8 p.m. through 
Saturday at the Main Auditorium. University Hall 
-~*m>- CL3SSIFIED —«*«*«— 
Wo or* noi rotpontiblo for miitakot unlou notified on tint day of inoorlion. 
CAMPUSCAI.ENDAH 
Thursday, January 30.1974 
The Howling Green Ohio Marijuana Coalition will meet tonight al 
7_00inRm H4oltheEd Bldg- 
I'he BOSU Karate Club will mart in Ike And of St Thomas More 
Parltbati 30 today 
The Commuter Center will sponsor the International Collee Hour 
today from 2 pm to 4 pm in Rm It ol Williams Hall Open to all 
The Christian Science Organization will meet tonight at 6 IS in 
Proul Chapel This is a testimony meeting - all are warmly invited 
Open Photography Lab  Rm  232 ol Uw Tech Hldg 7 pm to 10 pm 
Open to the BGSU Academic Community Chemicals are supplied 
Brine your own print paper  A lee of I SO will be charged to your 
bursar's bill per session 
Volunteers In l"rogress will meet tonight at 6 30 in Rm 114 of the 
Kti Hldg This meeting is (or men and women interested in working 
with the boy scouts in Bowling (ireen No experience is necessary 
II cant attend, contact Orcg Hisser 2 1304 or VII' olhce. Barb 
K.MI in 400 S S Hldg 2-0M8 
The BGSU Veterans Association will meet in Km 105 ol the B A 
Bldg at 6 00 
(*fjcm 
/$?"  \ ~c''ry*~~+?$&~y 
• 
• RES.     SoBSiMMPWlCH 
C«I.7Q> 
ONLY 
$1 New hrs. A until 2:00 a.m. evorynight 
THURSDAYS until 3:00 a.m Fri & Sat. 
5-12. 
•Ch«ttSa 'Horn •SotaaTi •UtHc* -Ooaoo • RcMoV 
Too-to 
minimum delivery is $1.50 
muAis 
PH.352-7571 
100*1 S.l*v*,iM B.6. 
RIDES 
Hide needed to Pittsburgh • call 
Sue. 352-6415         
Hide needed to MMil H GRAB 
Leave February 7 Kelurn 
Thursday 3528249 
LOST AND FOl'ND 
LOST Wallet Hew,ml 
Lachman   352-5586 
LOST Cold bracelet Huby 
McClure engraved on inside 
Reward  Please call .152 8155 
HELP WANTED  
Business Opportunity Lookllf 
for ambitious, personable in- 
dividual to operate campus 
photographic business Oflers 
opportunity to use and develop 
full range ol managemenl and 
marketing skills Kxcellent 
profit potential We have Ihe 
system, experience, and Ihe 
desire to help Kor more into.' 
call collect, person-lo-person 
lor Dan Hays i405i 947-8747. or 
write Candid Color Svstems. 
Box 25669. Oklahoma City. 
Oklahoma 73125 
Decisions? Need to talk' 
Emotional & Material 
Pregnancy Aid. 342-6236 
WANTED  
Female rmmt needed immed 
(or win spring qtrs Free rent 
until  Feb   15   352-5808 or J7J- 
0086 
full quart with spray applicator 
Order bv mail now from 
DALLAS HOUSE Of Gifts, 831 
Jefferson Drive. Bowling 
Grata, Ohio 43402 Satisfaction 
guaranteed Allow 2 weeks for 
delivery 
The Brothers of Phi Kappa Tau 
extend besl wishes to Rick and 
Lisa on their engagement l*ray 
lor warm weather Kick cause 
its a long trot from the library 
The candle was passed and 
passed belore the Alpha (Jam 
pledges realized they'd gone 
neophyte al last Congratu 
lotions, the Actives 
Congrats to Tom and Jerri on 
their Sigma Chi • Phi Mu 
engagement' Love, the Sisters 
Congrats to Ellen & Fred on 
their pre-engagement' Love. 
Your Phi Mu Sisters.  
Kappa Sigs - It was a great bus 
parly' Maybe we'll make it to 
the slopes next lime Thanx the 
Phi Mu's.  
Congrats to Marcia and John on 
their engagement Love. Your 
Phi Mu Stolen 
BEE DEE HEALTH SPA SEE 
Bring your ID and 
We'll make you an oiler 
You can't refuse 
It seven belter lor those 
of you with 4D passes 
7th 4. High SU 354-7171  
SUMMER CAMP 
INTERVIEWS On campus 
Wednesday. February 5th. 10 
a m -2 p m . Akron YMCA 
positions lor male and female 
stable director, general 
counselor with skills in archery, 
nflery ecology, craft! 
Schedule your interview at the 
Student Employment Office 
Salary range 8400-8800 
Phi Kappa Tau hi' sis rush will 
be held Feb 10 11 Sign-up in 
dorms rlext week Any 
questions call 352-5078 afler 5 
p m 
Have a Ball at the Masked Ball 
for STUDENTS ONLY in Ihe 
Home of "DIE 
FLEDERMAUS Tuesday 
February II al 8 p m in Main 
Audilorium For Details, call 2- 
2045 
FOR SALE 
SERVICES OFFERED 
The SUNDAY EDITION OF 
THE NY TIMES is available 
at Sam B'l 107 Stale St 11 am 
lo5pm Sunday 
Experienced typist, dis 
serlalions. theses, term papers 
Phone 353 1602 afler 6pm 
Need help in History"' Tutoring 
available. 352-4179 
Need PHOTOGRAPHS' por 
trails, passports, applications, 
senior specials WEISSBKOD 
Studio I2J V.   Woostei   354-1041 
TYPING DONE 351-9214 
Theses typing 342-7J85 
Typing done. 352-7165 
STORE YOUR BICYCLE THIS 
WINTER Guaranteed safety 
for your bike with inside 
storage. Only 810 BB&R 310 N 
MainJB4-5645 
CUSTOM ENGAGEMENT 
RINGS BY PHILIP MORTON 
THE WORKING HANDCRAFT 
CENTER. 515 CONNEAUT. 
One male roommate spring 
quarter University Courts 
Apts Call3584)773o-»pm 
2 male roommates to share apt 
Close to campus 850 mo Call 
351-4818  
M to share apt Call Dave 352 
7936. or Dick 854-0874 after 5 
Composer needs lyricist for 
50 50 partnership - male or 
female. Send samples to P.O. 
Box   84   Grand   Rapids.   Ohio 
43522 
M roommate to share 8 bdrm 
house 8180 mo. John. SSI-O808 
after 6 p.m 
One female roommate needed. 
865 mo I'tiUUes 352-6311 after 
i.  
1 f roommate immediately 
870 mo Near campus 354-8354 
Female sublease apartment - 
spring $75 mo 352-5495 
Want to buy baseball cards 4 
baseball yearbooks, score 
cards, etc. 353-1462  
1 f needed 10 sublease spring 
qir $87 mo Close to campus 
352 7610 
Personalized "l"s" or ""Tee's"' 
lor your special guys from the 
Den Many Valentine specials to 
choose from 
Complete 125 gal aquarium set 
up 372-3493 
Alpha this, wine and song 
Friday night wc can't gq 
wrong'' Gel psyched'' 
The Brothers ol Beta Thela Pi 
give special thanx to our house- 
mother. Hessie. and our Lillle 
Diamonds for a great Sunday 
bulfeC _         
Alpha Epsilon Pi Lil' sisses say 
Saturdays party was GREAT' 
1973 VW. automatic radio, 
snows, excellent condition, besl 
oiler. 352-7443  
66 Valiant. 6 cyl auto . clean 18 
MPi;   Afler 6 354-5724 
1972 AUDI 100LS white with red 
interior, air. stereo. 4 spd 20-24 
MPG 3300 or best offer Doug. 
372-4684  
1973 Vega excellent cond Good 
commuter car 21-25 MPG Best 
offer  352-4043 
APE s   Dribble   to  a  Victory 
tonight from Lil' sisses 
Buy now for Valentine's Day 
Slore wide reductions 10-50'", 
Vatan's 109 N Main 
1972 TR-6. excellent condition. 
am Im Iwo lops, low miles, 
good mileage, evenings. 352- 
4392 
spring Female   to   sublease 
860 mo 382-7112 
PERSONALS 
Congratulations Vicki. on being 
elected President ol Pan- 
hellanic The Alpha Chi's. 
The Alpha Chi's want to Uunk 
the SAE's for die fantastic over- 
rughter" 
At last. America solves the 
problem of new jeans' 
INSTANT AGEING, the 
'"denim fader" Is here Softens 
and fades denim without 
damaging the material Create 
your own design; and gel the 
"lived-in" look Only 85 00 for a 
Saturday night sure was fun in 
Bumpus - Dahms apartment B- 
1 Thanks kids Shef  
Under new managemenl 
Eunie's Bar 1 soon to be Al-Gi- 
Bonesi Happy hour every 
night Hot dogs 25c Draft mghi 
7-9 Mon thru Sat 809 S Main. 
Bowling Green Come out a 
smell the difference 
BOARD EXAM TUTORING 
Slanlev Kaplan tutoring courses 
lor May 1975 MCAT exam 
Classes held in Cleveland For 
info call 313-354-0085 or write 
21711 W 10 Mile Road South- 
field. Mich 48075  
Abortion Information - Finest 
medical care available at the 
lowest    cost     Immediate    - 
appointments Toll free 1-800- 
438-3710. 
Abortion Information Service. 
SlarUng rate 8125. Clinic very 
close to area 1-24 week preg- 
nancy terminated by licensed 
certified gynecologist. Modern 
techniques and finest facibues. 
Immediate arrangements will 
be made with no hassle Call 
collect. 24 hour service 1-31(8- 
831-1887 
BRIGGS SHOE REPAIR 
behind State Savings 300 S 
Main 10-5 80. daily. 9-12 00 Sat. 
FOR RENT  
Efficiency to sub-lease spring 
quarter Close to campus 352- 
5693  
1 bedroom apartment at 
Campus Couple Available6 15 
15 mo  lease  8190 mo  352-9302 
or 352-7365 evenings 
We have many apartments and 
houses for rent for summer and 
fall Call Newlove Realty -343- 
7J81  
Apt avail Feb 1 Call 352-0393 
Preferred Property Rentals 
Houses and Apartments. 3S2- 
9378  
Cherry HiU Village leasing 
Club bouse with indoor healed 
pool Office hours 9-5 M-F 853 
Napoleon Rd. Suite 5.342-6248 
Apartments for 4 students near 
Towers for Fall rentals Special 
rates for summer rentals 
Phone 841-7886  
1 bedroom apt furnished 
8188 mo Pam 372-2087 before 5 
or 352-4961 \ 
, 
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Mardi Gras week features 
belly dancer, jazz concert 
Fat Tuesday, jazz and 
bhiegrass bands, a casino, a 
belly dancer and movies are 
all part of Mardi Gras. spon- 
sored next week by Union 
Activities Organisation 
(UAO). 
Randolph Richards, junior 
(B.A.) and UAO publicity 
director, said the theme of 
the 6th annual celebration 
will be Fat Tuesday 
That is the literal transla 
lion of Mardi Gras. and 
refers to the Tuesday before 
Ash Wednesday when people 
would gorge themselves 
with fatty foods in prepara- 
tion for religious fasting 
However, the theme has 
another meaning for the 
L'mversitv celebration 
Fat Tuesday buttons, 
allowing the wearer free or 
reduced admission to Mardi 
Gras events, will be sold for 
tl and can be purchased at 
the I'AO office. Union 
All proceeds from Mardi 
Gras are donated to charity 
Mardi Gras activities 
start Sunday with an 8 p.m. 
jazz concert by the Cannon- 
ball Adderley Quintet in the 
Grand Ballroom. Union 
Tickets can be purchased for 
»50 at the Union ticket 
office 
THE NEXT event is a 
pizza-eating contest at 7 
p.m Thursday in the 
Falcon's Nest, Union Com- 
peting teams must register 
before 6:30 p.m. that day at 
the UAO office There is a 12 
entry fee per team 
Tony Paco's Cakewalkin' 
Jass Band will play from 9- 
12 later that night in the 
Falcon's Nest. There is no 
admission and pitcher beer 
can be purchased 
The tempo picks up 
Friday. An ice sculpture 
contest will be held from 2-4 
p.m in front of the Union- 
weather permitting Happy 
Hours with the Universal 
Sound Co and pitcher beer 
is scheduled from 2-5 p.m in 
the Falcon's Next. 
Universal Sound Co. will 
provide the music at a 
campus mixer from 8:30- 
12 30 pm in the Grand Ball 
room The mixer it free with 
a Fat Tuesday button and SO 
cents without a button. 
Different rooms in the 
Union will be open from 8-12 
p.m Friday and Saturday. 
They include a photo studio 
in the Wayne Room, a sweet 
and flower shop in the 
Perry-Crogan Room, a deli- 
catessen in the Alumni 
Room and red-pin bowling at 
SO cents a line in the Buck- 
eye Room 
Fat Tuesday buttons are 
good for free admission to 
the campus movie. "The 
Summer of '42." in 210 
Math-Science Bldg during 
Mardi Gras weekend. 
CONTINUOUS cartoons 
and comedy shorts will be 
shown from 8-12 p.m. Friday 
and- Saturday in the Dog- 
wood Suite. Union. 
The Grand Ballroom will 
be turned into a casino from 
8-12 p m. Saturday. It will 
consist of between 25-30 food 
and .line exhibits sponsored 
bv   fraternities,    sororities 
and dormitories 
Katina. a belly dancer, 
will give performances at 9 
and 10:30 p.m. Saturday in 
the Carnation Room Admis- 
sion without a Fat Tuesday 
button is 50 cents. Seating is 
limited. Between Katina s 
performances a multi-media 
rock presentation on "The 
Woods of New Hampshire." 
with Paul Williams will be 
shown 
Two new rooms open from 
6-12 p m Saturday are the 
mystic room with fortune 
tellers in the Ohio Suite, and 
a palmist room in the Taft 
Room Admission is 50 cents 
without a Fat Tuesday 
button and 25 cents with a 
button 
Other Saturday events 
include a costume contest at 
9 p.m. and a balloon drop- 
ping at 10 30 p.m 
Richards said the Union 
will lake on a New Orleans 
atmosphere The hallway 
will resemble Bourbon St. 
minus the red light estab- 
lishments, he said 
Foreign student adviser 
personalizes counseling 
By Katay Murray 
Capy Editor 
"We literally have a little 
United Nations on this 
campus." Dorothy Brick- 
man said with a sparkle in 
her eye. "In all my years of 
involvement I've never seen 
such a marvelous group of 
students " 
Brickman. the adviser to 
international students atten- 
ding the University, said the 
international program aids 
students with various prob- 
lems, including immigration 
services, financial aid. 
health services and employ- 
ment 
"Truly, students run the 
program." Brickman said 
The foreign student adviser 
must be a working part in 
order "to fulfill the needs of 
the students." she said 
"I find, at Bowling Green, 
something most unusual- 
that it still maintains a 
small community relation- 
ship," she said The Mid- 
west is the healthiest place 
for international students to 
live." she added, "because 
of the stability of the com- 
munities." 
Brickman. who was 
foreign studenl adviser for 
eight years at Western 
College in Oxford, explained 
that foreign student advising 
started after World War II 
when thousands of students 
came to this country to 
study 
According to Brickman. 
there are 200300 full-time 
student    advisers     now 
working in this country. 
While only about 38.000 
Americans study abroad, 
more than 150.000 foreigners 
study in this country, she 
said 
Most of the international 
students live either in the 
International House on Sixth 
Street or on the interna- 
tional floor of Conklin Hall. 
Brickman said 
Brickman said she was 
invited to a meeting of resi- 
dent advisers in Conklin to 
counsel them on their rela- 
tionships with tli*- foreign 
students 
Her main philosophy in 
dealing with the students is 
"personalization and pre- 
ventive counseling." she 
explained 
Education class offers field work 
Without spending an 
entire quarter working and 
studying in an inner-city 
school, students in one edu- 
cation class can obtain 
similar field experiences in 
a number of educational 
sitautions 
Students in  "Foundations 
of American Education," 
taught by Adelia Peters. 
Associate Professor of 
Foundations and Inquiries, 
earn grades on a contract 
system by choosing a dis- 
cussion format, a reading 
format, or a field experience 
in one of three area schools 
"I have employed the 
contract system for about a 
year, and have tried to 
revise and improve it each 
quarter." Peters said 
"MANY students can't 
afford the time to partici- 
pate in something like Pro- 
ject Interaction, and since 
the state is requiring more 
field experience for educa- 
tion graduates, this option is 
agreeable to many stu- 
dents." she explained 
Patricia Payne, an unclas- 
sified student in education. 
Newsmen tour Syrian prison 
DAMASCUS, Syria (API- 
The Palestine Liberation 
Organization (PLOI 
unveiled yesterday a "cor- 
rection center" where it 
said it holds 70 Palestinians 
disciplined by the organiza- 
tion 
It was the first eyewitness 
report of such a jail although 
the PLO has been claiming 
for some time that it is dis- 
ciplining dissident guerrillas 
by using its own courts and 
prisons 
Ziad Abdel Faltah. an offi- 
cial of the PLO news agency 
Wafa. conducted newsmen 
on a tour of the prison, a 
converted two-story villa in 
the farming village of 
Manoura. 10 miles outside 
Damascus. 
Abdel Katun claimed the 
Manoura prison was only 
one of several PLO penal 
institutions 
Abdel Fattah said the 70 
prisoners at Manoura were 
being held for various 
offenses "from drunkenness 
to spying for Israel " 
IN'GENERAL, however, 
little is known about the fate 
of Arab hijackers and 
terrorists, many of whom 
have been freed from jails 
around the world by Palesti- 
nian gunmen. Some have 
been turned over to the 
PLO. but few are thought to 
be in prison 
The Manoura prison was 
guarded by members of the 
PLO's internal police force 
armed with automatic 
weapons and pistols 
Two prisoners introduced 
to the newsmen were identi- 
fied as (li.iwk.it Youssef and 
Youssef Saleh Hassan 
Abdel Fattah said they 
were  members of a  five- 
man group captured in the 
Persian Gulf sheikdom of 
Dubai last September. 
Abdel Fattah said they 
wee planning to hijack a 
British jetliner at Dubai and 
hold the passengers hostage 
for jailed Palestinian guer- 
rillas in other countries, but 
were caught before they 
acted 
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lasl quarter spent four hours 
each week helping teachers 
at St Mary's in Toledo, an 
ungraded school that 
employs many concepts of 
open education 
"ST. MARY'S is not only a 
school, but a home to the 
children who come mostly 
Irom low-income families in 
the immediate inner-city 
neighborhood where the 
school is located." Payne 
said 
"The students." she said. 
"do without discrimination 
and have respect for all 
ethnic backgrounds They 
even suggest ways of 
improving their classes " 
Payne, a Chilean native, 
said she found her students 
receptive to the presentation 
about Chile's culture 
"I am very grateful 
because I had the chance to 
give part of myself to those 
children." she said "You 
can acquire a lot of know- 
ledge about education from 
books, bul nothing can sur- 
pass the actual field exper- 
ience for real practical 
learning." 
The field experience is not 
limited to inner-city schools 
Students may work at Wood- 
lane School or the Plan-Do- 
Talk day-care center in 
Bowling Green. St. Mary's 
in Toledo, or they may tutor 
a high school student one 
night weekly 
$1  -ALLSEATS-  $1 
a'a'uwu'a 
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Falcons fall, 75-69 
Bobcat forwards rule boards 
'Coop' 
Falcon guard Stove Cooper (20) barrels in for a lay-up in lail 
night's 75-69 Ion to Ohio University Cooper rebounded from 
some rocont sub-par performances as ho hit six of ton field 
goals and added two free throws for 14 points. The 6-1 junior 
also had five assists and played line defense against Oil's 
Walter Luckott. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba) 
By Mark Glever 
Sports Eeller 
The highly-acclaimed 
Walter Luck ett offensive ex- 
travaganza did not make its 
appearance last night at 
Anderson Arena, but a 
couple of rebounding for- 
wards came to play. 
Luckett, Ohio University's 
basketball superstar, was 
not up to his usual point- 
scoring standard last 
evening, but it really did not 
matter. It was a game of 
rebounds and a game 
Bowling Green lost, 75-69 
BOBCAT forwards 
George Green and Scott 
Love manhandled the BG 
big men underneath the 
hoop, snaring 23 misfires 
between them. They were 
equally awesome scoring 
points as Love had It points 
while Green tallied 13 
markers. 
Luckett. averaging 25.2 
points a game coming into 
the contest, hit on only seven 
of 17 shots from the field and 
made five of nine foul shots. 
He also made seven 
turnovers on his way to If 
points. 
Although the Falcons 
were blistered on the boards 
during the first half (27-19). 
Steve Cooper and Jeff 
Montgomery kept the BG 
cagers ahead with superior 
guard play. While 
Montgomery put in an 
assortment of off-balance 
shots. Cooper drove the lane 
for easy lay-ups. 
Just call him 'LeBeau' 
By Dan Garfield 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Call Steve Murphy the 
"Flying Frenchman" or just 
plain "LeBeau." because he 
does not mind This pint 
sited, power-packed puck- 
ster from Montreal. Can. is 
showing Falcon fans that 
nice things come in small 
packages 
Murphy's ancestry isn't 
Important He's Irish for one 
thing But what is important 
to the 5-7. 155-pound skater 
is that he has been a 
monster to BU opponents, 
scoring 12 goals and assis- 
ting on 13. Murphy's 25 
points ranks eighth in team 
scoring 
However, there is one 
thing puzzling about how 
this freshman skater found 
his way to Bowling Green. 
You see. coach Ron Mason's 
recruiting circles range 
from    the    metropolitan 
Toronto area which covers 
about 100.000 skaters to the 
upper regions of Northwest 
Ontario, around Sault Ste. 
Marie 
"I WAS PLAYING hockey 
in the juniors I Mount Royal I 
last year and Bruce Blyth, 
who used to go here, acted 
as a liason." Murphy said 
"Coach (Mason) must of 
known   Blyth  through   Mr 
.Inn Ruehl, ilce Arena 
director or someone." he 
added, since Blyth played 
hockey here in 1969-70. 
before Mason came. 
"Coach Mason must have 
been shocked to see how 
small I was when I stepped 
off the plane to come here," 
he said "But he was fair in 
his latters and everything, 
and he gave me a fair 
chance to try out." 
Murphy added that he was 
"sort of a walk-on" at first 
He said he had to prove that 
he could make it with a 
bigger school Nevertheless, 
Murphy has proved he can 
play with the biggest of 
"Mack-truck" skaters and 
his scoring antics have not 
surprised him at all. 
"I THINK THIS season 
isn't a surprise for me. I 
think I have improved bit- 
by-bit, but there's always 
room for more improve- 
ment I found that out last 
weekend " 
Murphy said the double 
loss at St Louis has made 
him realize that the team 
needs a lot of work. 
"I had faith in our team, 
and I still do." Murphy said. 
"I always go into a series 
feeling we can win it all, but 
1 think after last weekend, 
we have a lot to work on." 
The rookie icer added that 
an unchallenging schedule 
with teams like McMaster. 
Buffalo and St. flair present 
a   bad   case   of   "mental 
unprepared ness." 
"Maybe our schedule got 
us out of shape." Murphy 
said about the mental 
atmosphere of the team. 
Both the Western Michigan 
and St Louis losses were 
cases of mental unprepared- 
ness 
"I QUESTION our pre- 
paredness now." he added 
"I don't think we were men- 
tally prepared for St. Louis 
They did everything better 
than us They outmuscled 
us. They wanted to win 
more. We have lo weed out 
the bad things," he said 
With an leer like 
"LeBeau" on the ice- a 
name he gave himself-the 
Falcons won't have to worry 
about a skater who can go 
through the smallest of holes 
and come up skating with 
the puck-and even add a 
score or two for an encore. 
They've got Murphy. 
Kent whips women gymnasts 
By Laarl Leach 
Staff Writer 
The Falcon women gymnasts walked into what coach 
Charles Simpson termed "the heart of the lion's den" at 
Kent State last weekend and emerged a little worse for 
wear, dropping their second straight meet. «9 15-69.30. 
"Kent is a very strong team and 1 think that 
psychologically, it got to the kids, said Simpson. "I also 
think that we had some excellent performances, but that we 
were scored very low." 
BG did not share the first three places in any event, but 
still scored respectably The problem was. Kent always 
scored higher 
DEBBI NORTH and Marty Wacker topped the Falcons in 
vaulting scores with a 7 2 and 7.1 respectively Candy 
Suchecki gave what coach Simpson called an "excellent" 
performance on BG's weakest event, the uneven parallel 
bars, but still came away with a low score of 5 65 
"Rita Lorenz put on a flawless performance on the bars, 
but was still scored very low." Simpson added. 
Balance beam routines were interspersed with falls for 
both Kent and Bowling Green. Theresa Hoover was high 
scorer for the Falcons with 5.1 points. Hoover and Suchecki 
tied for the top score in floor exercise with a 6.85, followed 
by Kelly Lenhart with 6.7. 
"I FELT WE were as strong, if not stronger than Kent in 
floor exercise," said Simpson "We had very little mistakes, 
but again we were scored low " 
The women gymnasts meet Purdue and Ohio State at OSU 
this weekend Simpson said that with "hard work, luck and 
women coming back from injuries," the Falcons have a 
good chance of coming away from this meet with a good 
performance. 
"We're over most of our bugs and have shaped up our 
routines." he said "Were on the downhill end of our season 
and have a good chance of winning the rest of our meets." 
Freshman guard Larry 
Wingate and Cooper held 
Luckett to only seven points 
in the first stanza. That 
alone helped the Falcons 
maintain a 36-33 halftime 
advantage. 
But Cooper and teammate 
Cornelius Cash got into foul 
trouble during the second 
stanza, and the Love-Green 
combination went to work. 
GREEN     USED    his 
massive 230-pound frame to 
OU's advantage as he 
muscled   inside    for   key 
rebounds. Meanwhile, the 
mobile Love peppered BG 
inside and out with a variety 
of offensive moves. 
Montgomery, who finished 
with 21 markers, scrapped 
and kept the Falcons close 
with some acrobatic baskets 
that brought a chorus of 
"ooohs and aaahs" from the 
4,190 patrons 
The game was tied at 67-67 
with 1:33 remaining when 
Luckett showed one of his 
best moves of the night. He 
drove the length of the floor, 
cat clear across the BG lane 
left to right and sank a lay- 
up before falling to the 
hardwood. The Bobcats 
never trailed after that and 
went on to run out the clock. 
Delerious Bobcat coach 
Dale Bandy looked the par*, 
of a coach whose team hid 
new life in the Mid-Ameri- 
can Conference (MAC) race. 
"I felt that if we could win 
today, we would have a 
chance to be in the race." be 
said. "This is a big win on 
the road." 
FALCON    COACH    Pat 
Haley was disappointment 
personified as be dejectedly 
talked with reporters after 
the contest. 
"The boards were 
indicative of the effort put 
up by Bowling Green." he 
said. "The effort was not 
there." 
The Falcons are now 9-7 
overall and 5-3 in the MAC 
while Of boasts a 9-7 season 
record with a 4-3 loop mark. 
The Falcon JVs defeated 
the Toledo All-Stars. 110-104. 
in the preliminary contest 
Dick Rees 
Falcons must be inspired 
for future MAC contests 
By Dick Rees 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Well, where do we go from here? 
That is probably the question in the minds of the Falcon 
hoopsters and their fans after last night's 75-69 loss to the 
Ohio University Bobcats 
Bowling Green has now lost two Mid-American Con- 
ference (MAC) contests at home. That is something just 
short of a Cardinal sin in the league. 
THE -FACT does not appear any brighter when the 
remaining schedule dictates four conference games on the 
road, and only two at home. 
"Our backs are to the wall. We can't lose another game." 
BG head coach Pat Haley said after the loss. "We've blown 
two games that we should have won here at home, and we 
shouldn't lose to anyone in the conference at home." 
The Falcons needed a win last night badly. They did not 
get it. There were several reasons behind the loss. 
FIRST OF all. BG was out-rebounded by a smaller yet 
peskier OU crew by a 46-38 margin. That is something that 
should not happen when height is at your advantage But. 
that is exactly what happened last night. 
"The boards- we got beat just by aggressiveness." Haley 
said. "They (OU) probably wanted it more than us." 
Fouls also led to BG's downfall. The referees whistled 18 
fouls on the Bobcats compared to 28 for the Falcons. OU 
used foul shooting to their advantage, sinking 25 of 31 free 
tosses, while BG converted only five of eight. 
"When you get 14 more points on field goals and lose on 
your own floor, it's unbelievable." Haley said, obviously 
upset with the officiating. 
However. Haley was not making excuses for the loss 
"I guess I must not have got my players psyched up. or 
whatever." the BG coach said. "For some reason we didn't 
play with intensity  The TU score didn't even fire up our 
players " 
WITH THE loss to OU now past history, the Falcon cagers 
must rebound in the next two games. But both games are on 
opposing floors i Toledo and Miami i. and winning will not be 
an easy task. 
Like Haley said. BG's backs are up against the wall. The 
Falcon hoopsters cannot afford another loss in league 
competition. 
The cagers must now tuck away last night's loss and 
prepare for Saturday night's game at Toledo. 
To beat the Rockets, the Falcons must play with more 
intensity than they exhibited against OU. The hoopsters 
have to play inspired basketball for the simple reason that 
BG's chances for the MAC crown will either stay alive or go 
down the drain. 
And the Falcons must realize that it is not impossible to 
win at the Fieldhouse After all. two teams (Miami and OU l 
have shown the Falcons that winning away from home in the 
MAC is more than just a dream. 
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Club icers dedicated to sport 
By Mike Lesko 
All right, students, here's 
today's sports quiz: 
What Bowling Green 
hockey team plays, and 
often beats, some of the top 
hockey teams from 
surrounding colleges, yet is 
not considered a varsity 
team or junior varsity 
team? 
If you guessed the Bowling 
Green Club club hockey 
team, your prize is one 
broken hockey stick. 
SINCE THE hockey club 
does not compete on the 
varsity level, it does not get 
total monetary support from 
the University, which means 
the club players have to pay 
for just about everything 
themselves. 
"The players have to buy 
their own sticks, skates and 
all the equipment they wear 
in the games except the 
jerseys and socks." 
explained Jim Plaunt. club 
general manager. "And that 
includes all of the 
goaltenders' equipment, too. 
"We're allowed to use the 
Ice Arena, and we get help 
from varsity coach Ron 
Mason and a lot of other 
people at the Ice Arena." he 
said, "but we have to do 
most of it on our own." 
Club team players usher 
at the home varsity hockey 
games, earning money to 
add to the club's budget 
Surprisingly, all the 
opponents the club team 
plays are either varsity 
teams or else the top hockey 
team at that particular 
school. Still, the BG club 
team has compiled an 
impressive record against 
tough competition. 
PLAYING IN the Mid- 
West    College    Hockey 
playing varsity hockey for 
just about any other Mid- 
American Conference 
(MAC) school, according to 
Plaunt 
"The players on the club 
team were not good enough 
for the BG varsity team, but 
too good for intramurals." 
said Plaunt. "They just play 
for the enjoyment of it. but 
they have to work for their 
own program." 
The club team plays 
immediately following 
every home varsity game. 
They play three 15-minute 
periods. 
Usually no more than 100 
spectators bother to stick 
around to see the club team 
perform. 
"It's pretty good hockey." 
said Plaunt. "And. of 
course, it's free." 
There aee about 40 players 
on the team, but only the top 
20 or so dress for the games 
PLAUNT. AS general 
manager, is an overseer for 
the whole operation. 
"I just set up our schedule 
and make sure the players 
have equipment and 
transportation." he said, 
it's nice because mere's 
no outside pressure on the 
kids." added Plaunt. it's 
up to them if they want to 
play. They have to work for 
most everything, but it's 
worth it to them because 
they just want to play 
hockey." 
Grapplers' Kosch is a winner 
By Jerry Masek 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Joe Kosch is a poor loser 
Maybe it is because the 
142-pound junior has not had 
Tickets 
A student ID ticket 
exchange continues today in 
Memorial Hall for this 
weekend's home hockey 
series against York 
University. 
Tickets are also on sale, 
priced at SIS* for reserved 
teats, $2 lor adults general 
admission and fl lor 
students 
Face-oil time lor 
tomorrow night's game Is 
7:30 p.m. Saturday's game 
wiU begin at 3 p.m. 
much experience on being 
on the short end of a score, 
or maybe it is because the 
high school teams on which 
he wrestled never lost a 
match. 
Whatever the reason, the 
curly-haired grappler does 
not like to lose, and has tried 
to make winning a habit 
since he began the mat sport 
eight years ago 
KOSCH HAS lost a few 
matches, and admits he does 
not like the " losing feeling." 
He started slow this year, 
and gained his second win of 
the season last weekend, a 
hard fought 8-3 decision over 
Central Michigan ace Gary 
Peters. 
The victory was Kotch's 
first since the season opener 
last Dec. 7. and It raised hit 
season mark to 2-3-1. Falcon 
mat fans are hoping Kosch 
has regained the form he 
displayed last season when 
he placed third in the league 
with a 7-3 mark. 
"My injured knee is 
feeling better now." Kosch 
said "And my mental 
attitude is improved. I just 
felt like I wanted to win. I've 
already lost too many times 
this year, and I don't want to 
lose anymore." 
Kosch is aware that he has 
yet to wrestle as well as he 
did last year. 
"There's more pressure 
on me to win this year." he 
said "My friends and 
teammates feel I should be a 
winner, and I agree. I'm 
putting the pressure on 
myself 
"MY MAIN objective is to 
win. and that's my only 
philosophy." he added 
"Once you master the 
basics, everything else is in 
your head. My goal this year 
is to win the Mid-American 
Conference (MAC), and to 
reach it. I have to keep 
working and concentrate 
more 
"Last year. I bad Tom 
Hall, the Mr. Hustle' on the 
team, to push me at my 
weight class, but he hat 
transferred to Cleveland 
State University, so I have 
to push myself." Kosch said 
Kotch't self-deter- 
mination paid off last 
weekend. Peters came into 
the match with a classy 13-2 
mark, but Kosch controlled 
the match. He gained five 
minutes of riding time while 
scoring    a     takedown, 
reversal and near pin. 
"PETERS WAS tough," 
Kosch admitted, "but the 
one I'm worried about Is 
(Tom) Ulrich of Miami. He 
beat me in the MAC semi- 
finals last year, and I'll have 
to beat him this year to win 
the title." 
Kosch will face Ball 
State's tough Marco Teran 
Saturday Although Kosch 
defeated Teran in a dual 
meet last year, the Ball 
State ace has compiled an 
11-1 mark this season. 
The Falcons host Ball 
State, Eastern Michigan and 
Hillsdale in a triple dual 
meet Saturday, and Kosch 
will probably tee action in 
two of the three meets 
Tangle 
Despite the tangled petition, Bewring Green wrestler Jew 
Kosch (right) It still in control of Central Michigan's Gary 
Peters. Kosch, a 142-pound junior, stepped Peters, t-3, lost 
weekend and will eppeee Ball State star Marco Teran 
Saturday at Andersen Arena. (Newttdtete by tea Hermeyer) M 
u 
